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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

 

Motionless in White adds concert to Apollo X Tour at Bogart’s (Cincinnati, OH)  

 

Rome, October 2, 2015 – The breakout metalcore band Motionless in White announced today on 

Twitter the addition of one more date to their “Apollo X” Tour. On October 29, 2015, the band will 

headline alongside The Devil Wears Prada, and with the guest performances of Upon a Burning Body, 

The World Alive, and The Color Morale. 

The concert will take place at 8:00 p.m. at Bogart’s, in Cincinnati (OH) University Village area (2621 

Vine Street).  

As stated on Twitter by Motionless in White’s frontman Chris “Motionless” Cerulli, the band will 

perform songs from their debut album Creatures and songs they have never played before live, apart 

from tracks from their latest album Reincarnate. 

For more information about Motionless in White go to http://motionlessinwhite.net, and for more 

details about the venue and its location go to http://www.bogarts.com/VenueInfo.  
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October 2, 2015 

Jason Pettigrew 

Alternative Press Editor in Chief 

1305 West 80th Street, Suite 214  

Cleveland, Ohio 44102-3045 

Phone: 216-631-1510 

Fax: 216-631-1016   

Dear Mr. Pettigrew, 

Nowadays the American metalcore scene is becoming more popular and media-covered, also by 

magazines as Alternative Press itself. As Motionless in White is one of the breakthrough acts of the 

year and a fan-base growing band, AP cannot miss the chance to review the recently-added concert in 

their upcoming tour Apollo X, before their recently declared hiatus for recording their new album 

under Fearless Records. Since Alternative Press is always looking for stand-out artists and bands, 

reviewing the show will not only connect the magazine to a new and solid fanbase, but also provide 

insight on an outstanding act of the metalcore scene which merges Gothic vibes, horror imagery, and 

aggressively clever lyrics to a traditional metalcore sound. 

As the band’s frontman Chris “Motionless” Cerulli explained, “I think the fans who just listened to us 

for specific surface reasons are gone and everyone who has stuck with us has formed a really special 

connection with all of us because they are the ones that relate to the music instead of following trends 

or what’s popular”. 

The show will take place at 8:00 p.m. at Bogart’s, in Cincinnati (OH) University Village area. 

Motionless in White will headline with The Devil Wears Prada, and with the guest performances of 

Upon a Burning Body, The World Alive, and The Color Morale. 

I attached to this letter the press release for more info about the show and venue, a biographical page 

for the band, and additional info. Should you have any further questions, feel free to contact me 

anytime.  

Sincerely, 

Stefania Piccialli 

John Cabot University 

Via della Lungara, 233 

00165 Rome, Italy  

+39 3319000639 

stefania.piccialli@gmail.com 
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Motionless in White - Background Info 

 

 
 

Motionless in White is a Scranton (PA) based metalcore band founded in 2005 and formed by Chris 

"Motionless" Cerulli (lead vocals), Ryan Sitkowski (lead guitar), Devin "Ghost" Sola (bass), Ricky 

“Horror” Olson (rhythm guitar), Vincenzo “Vinny” Mauro (drums), and Josh Balz (keyboards and 

backup vocals). Signed to Fearless Records, the bad has released three studio albums (Reincarnate, 

Infamous, Creatures) and two extended plays (When Love Mets Destruction and The Whorror). 

Blending the raw fury of metalcore with the dramatic atmospherics of goth-metal and industrial, the 

band has cultivated a dark a moody sound that owes as much to Type O Negative as it does to Slayer.1 

The major influences in the band’s style and music are, as stated by the members themselves, Poison 

the Well, Slipknot, Marilyn Manson, Johnny Cash and Depeche Mode.2 

Motionless in White toured their first UK set of headline shows in September 2013 and the later 

supported acts such as In This Moment, All That Remains, Slipknot and Lacuna Coil. They also 

performed in well-known festivals such as Mayhem Festival (2013), Download (2013 and 2015), 

VANS Warped Tour (2014) and headlined in 2015 for their “Beyond the Barricade”3 tour. The 

upcoming Apollo X tour will be the last before recording heir new album. 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Motionless in White’s Spotify Bio page: < https://play.spotify.com/artist/6MwPCCR936cYfM1dLsGVnl > 
2 Motionless in White’s Wikipedia page: < https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motionless_in_White#History >  
3 Beyond the Barricade Tour info on Loudwire: < http://loudwire.com/motionless-in-white-2015-beyond-the-barricade-

tour/> 
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Motionless in White – Other Info 

Reincarnate - AllMusic Review by Gregory Heaney  

“Settling into the more industrial sound they started transitioning into with Infamous, Motionless in 

White deliver a more assured and consistent performance on their third album, Reincarnate. Blending 

the dark and seedy edge of Marilyn Manson with a driving, melodic edge, the album effortlessly 

combines the styles of the band's previous efforts, creating an explosive sound that feels more fully 

realized than anything they've done up to this point. From the outset, the thing that listeners will be 

initially taken aback by is how massive the record sounds. Songs like "Reincarnate" and "Dark 

Passenger" are packed floor to ceiling with monstrous guitars, twisting synth lines, and explosive 

drumming, giving the music a density that would be overwhelming without Motionless in White's 

knack for melody, which allows them to hook in listeners to even the most foreboding passages with 

ease. Not content to go at it alone, Reincarnate features some solid collaborations, with Cradle of Filth's 

Dani Filth dropping by on "Puppets 3 (The Grand Finale)," In This Moment's Maria Brink lending her 

vocals to "Contemptress," and Tim Sköld sitting in on "Final Dictvm." With the album running close to 

an hour, the guest spots help to add a little something different here and there, mixing things up before 

they have a chance to go stale. With so much going on, however, it's hard to see how any Motionless in 

White fans could be bored with the offerings laid before them on Reincarnate. With so much 

confidence and gothic swagger, it's hard not to be entertained by this album, and listeners who may 

have been thrown by their inconsistent early work would do well to dive back into the abyss with this 

third effort”. (http://www.allmusic.com/album/reincarnate-mw0002701414) 

MIW Concert Review - Anabel Dflux 

“The set list ran through songs from the previous albums Creatures and Infamous, as well as favorites 

from Reincarnate, a CD that definitely struck a fantastic chord with music enthusiasts everywhere. A 

cover of Rammstein’s infamous “Du Hast” was snuck in there as well, turning the venue into a German 

industrial club for a brief moment. Attendees were treated to a slew of guest performers that brought a 

new life into the songs, it is Hollywood, and surely anything could happen! […] Motionless in White 

front-man Chris Motionless put on a splendid performance, with powerful vocals and note-worthy fan 

interaction! His jacket featured Bauhaus on the back, and wonderful ode to the rock band. Guitarist 

Ricky Horror was consistently bathed in light from the intense stage lighting, which made his rocking 

out almost ethereal in quality. Devin “Ghost” Sola donned a mask based on a popular horror film 

character, and a stunning bass that definitely made the venue gasp. Josh Balz serenaded the keys, 

adorned in black sclera contacts and an over-sized hood, a creature truly. Ryan Sitkowski took over the 

other side of the stage on guitar, performing with an edgy, suave quality. A band that has grown to be a 

sight to see, be sure to catch Motionless in White the next time they find their devious way to your 

city”. (http://hardrockhaven.net/online/2015/03/live-motionless-in-white-concert-review-photo-

gallery/)  
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